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ATTEND A MURDER MYSTERY
PARTY...
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List of Attendees
JORDAN bERKOWITZ
Maximum Security Unit Patient

Jordan Berkowitz is a new patient to the Bloodstone Sanitarium and is the most feared by the staff.
Jordan has many imaginary enemies and assumes most food contains poison. While in college,
Jordan believed the professors were aliens on a mission to destroy humans. Jordan eventually
crossed the line by engaging in a maniacal rampage through an apartment complex that ended with a
tense hostage situation.

LANE lECTOR

Maximum Security Unit Patient

Lane Lector is a longtime resident of the Bloodstone Sanitarium but was recently transferred to
maximum security for murdering another patient and injuring a security guard. Lane has delusions of
grandeur and believes s/he’s a pop star being held involuntarily in the facility by an archenemy pop
star’s entourage. Lane has unpredictable incidences of rage and is a frequent resident of the padded
isolation room.

DR. JESSE CROW
Forensic Psychiatrist

Dr. Jesse Crow is a famous forensic psychiatrist. Jesse is the interface between the justice system
and the asylum and provides professional opinions on the competency of defendants to stand trial in
a court of law. Dr. Crow is an expert witness, whose testimony leads to verdicts of not guilty by
reason of insanity, thereby handing one-way tickets to the sanitarium. Dr. Crow doesn’t tolerate
disrespect and is quick to order patients to lengthy stays of isolation.

AVERY DANIS
Unit Security Guard

Avery Danis is the reserved maximum-security guard at Bloodstone Sanitarium. Avery has recently
been promoted to the position of the head guard, but rumor has it that Avery’s seeking employment
elsewhere. The executive director of the asylum has had a difficult time retaining guards with the
primary reason that this unit houses the most terrifying people known to humankind.

HARLEY BIANCHI

Maximum Security Unit Patient

Harley Bianchi is the resident sociopath. Harley can be quite charming and proper on the surface but
what lurks underneath Harley’s cool exterior is a fiery pit of malice. Harley will get what s/he wants at all costs. This patient landed in the sanitarium soon after the national news story broke of her
sneaking rat organs into the food at a fast food chain that s/he managed for over a decade.
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ASHLEY FRANK
Clinical Psychologist

Ashley Frank is the overbearing clinical psychologist at the Bloodstone Sanitarium. Ashley speaks
loudly and frequently sneaks behind others to spook them. Ashley’s rude behavior sparks episodes
of rage in unstable patients, making more work for the psychiatric techs and guards. Ashley admits to
causing chaos out of boredom. This is one unprofessional psychologist, but connections mean
everything, as s/he’s the cousin of the executive director.

MARLEY MANSON

Maximum Security Unit Patient

Marley Manson is a former fashion model. Marley went crazy following a painful dental visit and was
later diagnosed as having post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD). This patient is unpredictable,
randomly screaming and hurling objects across the room. Marley accidentally murdered her/his
significant other during a petty argument and earned a spot as a permanent resident of Bloodstone
Sanitarium.

LOGAN DAHMER

Maximum Security Unit Patient

Logan Dahmer has been a resident of Bloodstone Sanitarium since the tender age of eighteen after
transferring from a juvenile facility. Logan is a violent psychopath with homicidal tendencies and
should not be trusted. Therefore, never turn your back to Logan. It is wise to stay off this patient’s
radar, as Logan makes voodoo dolls and chants hexes towards foes.

KENNEDY BUNDY

Maximum Security Unit Patient

Kennedy Bundy has been a patient at Bloodstone Sanitarium a few times as an adult. Kennedy is
cunning and knows how to fool the medical staff into believing s/he’s free of mental illness, but once
released into society, proves otherwise. The last time that Kennedy was released from the asylum,
s/he murdered three of her old childhood friends. Kennedy won’t be leaving Bloodstone Sanitarium
anytime soon.

JAIDEN JAMES
Psychiatric Nurse

Jaiden James is the fun-loving psychiatric nurse and friend to everybody at the hospital. Jaiden is the
only one on the premises without an incident on record with patients. Because Jaiden is a
peacemaker, the guards call upon this nurse to mediate critical problems with the patients. Jaiden
has a mysterious past, however, as nobody knows what Jaiden did before s/he started working at the
hospital nine years ago.
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